
The Kmhmu' sound system

and its orthographic representation in this dictionary

Southern dialect:

(Xieng Khouang. Hua Phanh. Luang Prabang, southeastern Udomsay,

PhooQ Saly, Sayatxjiy, Bolikhamsay, Vientiane)

initial consonants:

stops



Final consonants:



Comparison of vowels and diphthongs in the Kmhmu' alphabets

phonetic sign

and Roman

orthography



Kmhnnu' sounds not occunring in Lao for which the Lao script

has been modified in order to fit the Kmhmu' phonology.

Kmhmu' has a number of sounds that are not found in the Lao language used

today.'' We have tried to represent these sounds with Lao symbols that are pronounced

close to the sound that needs to be produced, so that the Kmhmu* people can switch to

reading their own language without much explanation, if they can already read Lao.

Initial consonants

phonetic

sign and

Roman
orthography



i-inai consonants

phonetic

sign and

Roman
orthography



[chr]/ chr

[sr] sr



'Vvet", but inserted the vowel x that is most frequently used in this position in the closed

presyllables e.g. [firloQ] ecl^ng SsS^ "door** This is not entirely satisfactory to the Kmhmu'

language intuition, because in reality there is often vowel harmony between the presyllable

and the main syllable, with the main syllable dictating the rhyming. For reasons of

simplicity only the vowel sign x is used to represent the weak and unstressed helping

vowels of the presyllables. This helps in the reading of Kmhmu' words written in the Lao

schpt, so that consonant clusters, and presyllables can be held apart properly.^



How to pronounce Kmhmu* words the northern way,

using the transcription of this dictionary

For the benefit of readers that would like to consult this dictionary txjt need to

pronounce the words in the phonological pattern of the northern Kmhmu' dialects spoken in

Western Udomsay. Bokeo, and Namtha, we will give here the main differences in simple

terms.

Northern Kmhmu* has two syllable tones. TTiese take the place of the differentiation

between voiced and unvoiced stops or nasals, etc. in the southern Kmhmu'.

It is easiest to think of this difference in tenms of two registers which in the southern

dialect group are manifested as a voiced / voiceless contrast, and in the northern dialect

group as higher / lower pitch (tone) contrast. In reading, therefore.. all the voiced stops will

have to be pronounced as unvoiced, but they indicate to the reader that the syllable has

low pitch or tone, e.g. gaang »i^ = [kaaq ^] "house". On the other harKi, voiceless nasals

or continuants and semivowels will need to be pronounced with voicing, but they indicate to

the reader that the syllable has high pitch or tone. e.g. hia' ina» = pa^?i'] '*tear.

Preglottalized nasals sometimes (always, in the case of Lao loarv-words). will have to be

pronounced as implosive. voiced stops, 'm - [6] 'n - [d ] and the word will have higher

pitch or tone as well.
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Kmhmu'

orthography



other differences

Final -h occurs very rarely in northern Kmhmu' dialects, so this has to be

converted into final -s, e.g. tih am will become [tis] "mushroom. Southern words ending in

-yh need to be changed by lengthening of the syllable vowel replacement of -yh by final

-s, e.g. loyh aeejwi "tosew" will become [bos] in northern Kmhmu'.

For many words conversion is straightforward but for others there is a difference in

vocabulary and even a difference in use of the very same words, cngaar [cQaar], for

example means "yellow" in the southern dialects and "green" in the northern ones.

Therefore, one cannot overemphasize the importance of consulting the older local

Kmhmu' people to verify with them the proper usage of words, or their local variants.

We recommend that people leaming the northern dialect of Upper Nam Tha refer to

the forthcoming dictionary of that dialect which gives an accurate phonemic transcription

along with translations into English and Lao.
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